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Sensorineural hearing loss induced by noise or ototoxic drug exposure reduces the neural
activity transmitted from the cochlea to the central auditory system. Despite a reduced
cochlear output, neural activity from more central auditory structures is paradoxically
enhanced at suprathreshold intensities.This compensatory increase in the central auditory
activity in response to the loss of sensory input is referred to as central gain enhancement.
Enhanced central gain is hypothesized to be a potential mechanism that gives rise to
hyperacusis and tinnitus, two debilitating auditory perceptual disorders that afflict millions
of individuals. This review will examine the evidence for gain enhancement in the central
auditory system in response to cochlear damage. Further, it will address the potential cellu-
lar and molecular mechanisms underlying this enhancement and discuss the contribution
of central gain enhancement to tinnitus and hyperacusis. Current evidence suggests that
multiple mechanisms with distinct temporal and spectral profiles are likely to contribute to
central gain enhancement. Dissecting the contributions of these different mechanisms at
different levels of the central auditory system is essential for elucidating the role of central
gain enhancement in tinnitus and hyperacusis and, most importantly, the development of
novel treatments for these disorders.
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INTRODUCTION
Sensorineural hearing loss due to noise-exposure, aging, ototoxic
drugs, or ear diseases that damage the sensory hair cells and/or
auditory neurons in the cochlea is a significant sensory deficit that
dramatically and negatively affects an individual’s quality of life
and social interactions (1). Hearing loss often gives rise to sub-
jective tinnitus, a phantom ringing, buzzing, or hissing sensation
that occurs in the absence of an external sound, and hyperacusis,
an auditory hypersensitivity disorder in which low- to moderate-
intensity sounds are perceived as intolerably loud or even painful
(2–4). Approximately 50 million Americans report experiencing
tinnitus, 16 million of which report the experience as persistent
(5). Although the prevalence of hyperacusis is slightly less than
tinnitus (6), its occurrence is likely underestimated because many
tinnitus patients are unaware of their reduced sound tolerance
(7). The social and economic burden of tinnitus and hyperacusis
is substantial. Tinnitus ranks number one among disability pay-
ments by the Veterans Administration in 2009, costing a total of
$1.1 billion (8). Despite the high prevalence, significant economic
impact, and immense impairment on quality of life, there are
currently no FDA approved drugs to treat tinnitus or hyperacusis.
Development of pharmacotherapy for tinnitus and hyperacu-
sis has been hindered by a poor understanding of the underlying
pathophysiology of these disorders. Peripheral auditory damage
has consistently been identified as the primary risk factor for both
tinnitus and hyperacusis (3). Recent studies have demonstrated
that even tinnitus patients with “normal” clinical audiograms are
likely to have some subtle hearing disruptions that are likely trig-
gers for tinnitus and hyperacusis (7, 9, 10). Much like phantom
limb pain, tinnitus is often perceived as originating in the damaged
ear and therefore early models of tinnitus proposed that the
phantom auditory sensation was a consequence of a pathological
increase in spontaneous neural activity in the peripheral sensory
receptors or auditory nerve (AN) (11–14). However, models of tin-
nitus based solely on spontaneous hyperactivity in the cochlea are
difficult to reconcile with several experimental findings. For exam-
ple, physiological studies found a lack of change or a reduction in
spontaneous AN activity after damage to outer hair cells (OHCs)
or inner hair cells (IHCs), not an increase (15). Moreover, transec-
tion of the AN, which leads to a complete disruption of neuronal
activity from the cochlea, fails to consistently abolish tinnitus, and
in some cases, even exacerbates its perception (16). Finally, the psy-
chophysical masking of tinnitus is incompatible with a cochlear
origin; for example, low-level sounds presented to the contralat-
eral ear are often capable of masking tinnitus perceived in the
ipsilateral ear (17). Hyperacusis and loudness recruitment are also
difficult to explain by peripheral pathophysiology, as the percep-
tion of loudness increases at an abnormally rapid rate despite the
fact that cochlear output is substantially reduced in a damaged ear
(4). These observations, along with more recent imaging studies,
suggest that tinnitus and hyperacusis, while triggered by cochlear
damage, result from a maladaptation of the central auditory sys-
tem to this peripheral dysfunction, similar to phantom limb pain
(18, 19).
While the central origin of tinnitus and hyperacusis is now
widely recognized, there is no broad consensus as to the specific
mechanisms or loci generating these hearing disorders. Several
neurophysiological models of tinnitus have been proposed, includ-
ing tonotopic expansion/reorganization (19, 20), enhanced neural
synchrony (21–23), increased spontaneous hyperactivity (24, 25),
and aberrant filtering of auditory information by limbic regions
(26–28). Here, we will review evidence for the Central Gain Model
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of tinnitus and hyperacusis. While hearing loss induced by noise-
exposure or ototoxic drugs reduces the neural activity transmitted
from the cochlea to the central auditory system, spontaneous and
sound-evoked responses at higher auditory structures, such as the
auditory cortex (AC), medial geniculate body (MGB), and inferior
colliculus (IC), are paradoxically increased (Figure 1) (29–35).
This observed increase in neural activity is at the core of the Cen-
tral Gain Model, which proposes that tinnitus and hyperacusis
result from a compensatory increase in gain or neural amplifica-
tion in the central auditory system to compensate for a loss of
sensory input from the cochlea. To put the Central Gain Model
into perspective, we will first review the general organization of
the auditory system and then examine the experimental evidence
for central gain enhancement, focusing on where, when, and how
it is triggered. Next, we will consider potential cellular and molec-
ular mechanisms of central gain enhancement and how the loss of
auditory input may initiate these changes. Finally, we will discuss
how central gain enhancement may contribute to the generation
and maintenance of tinnitus and hyperacusis, and consider poten-
tial research strategies to address remaining issues regarding the
role of auditory gain enhancement in tinnitus and hyperacusis.
GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF THE AUDITORY SYSTEM
A remarkable feature of the auditory system is that a complex
sound can be separated into its constituent frequencies by the
hydromechanical properties of the basilar membrane located in
the organ of Corti in the cochlea. High-frequency components
of complex sounds preferentially stimulate IHCs near the basal
FIGURE 1 | Gain enhancement in the central auditory system.
(A) Schematic showing the general anatomical organization of the auditory
system. The nuclei and areas of the auditory system are highlighted in blue.
The ascending anatomical projections are depicted with solid blue lines
whereas the dotted blue lines represent descending projections. Limbic
regions that respond to auditory stimuli and display some evidence of central
gain enhancement are highlighted in green. (B) Schematics of intensity-level
functions collected from the auditory nerve (AN), cochlear nucleus (CN),
inferior colliculus (IC), and auditory cortex (AC). The black lines represent
baseline intensity-level functions. Cochlear damage via noise or ototoxic drug
exposure results in depression of sound-evoked responses in lower auditory
structures (blue lines) but results in enhancement of suprathreshold
responses in higher areas (red lines), despite thresholds being shifted (black
arrows). SOC, superior olivary complex; VCN, ventral cochlear nucleus; DCN,
dorsal cochlear nucleus; IC, inferior colliculus; MGB, medial geniculate body;
AC, auditory cortex.
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end whereas low-frequencies preferentially excite IHCs near the
apical end of the basilar membrane. Each of the ~3,500 IHCs is
innervated by 10–30 unbranched afferent fibers from spiral gan-
glion neurons with each afferent fiber forming a single-bouton-like
ending on an IHC (36–39). Therefore, the output of each auditory
fiber provides information from a restricted region of the cochlea.
This cochlear frequency-place map (tonotopic organization) is
maintained throughout the central auditory system.
Figure 1 is a highly simplified schematic showing the gen-
eral anatomic-physiological organization of the auditory system.
Neural activity transmitted by the AN (VIII cranial nerve) enters
the brainstem; each AN fiber branches into an ascending branch
terminating in the antero-ventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN), and
a descending branch terminating in the dorsal cochlear nucleus
(DCN) and posteroventral cochlear nucleus (PVCN). The VCN
sends processed auditory information to the ipsilateral lateral lem-
niscus (intermediary, ventral and dorsal lateral lemniscus nuclei)
as well as to ipsilateral and contralateral superior olivary complex
(lateral superior olive, medial superior olive, and medial nucleus
of the trapezoid body). The DCN sends processed auditory infor-
mation directly to the contralateral IC in the midbrain, which also
receives auditory information from the contralateral and ipsilat-
eral superior olivary complex as well as from the ipsilateral lateral
lemniscus. Thus, the IC is an auditory information processing
hub that receives and integrates auditory information from several
auditory nuclei of the brainstem. The fibers from the IC project
ipsilaterally and contralaterally to the MGB of the thalamus, which
is subdivided in to ventral, dorsal, and medial MGB, where the ven-
tral MGB transmits auditory signals to the primary AC. The AC is
subdivided into several areas in mammalians, which have recipro-
cal projections to areas of the prefrontal cortex (40–42). Important
for our discussion is the fact that sound processing activates several
limbic structures as well, such as the amygdala, striatum, and hip-
pocampus, through projections from the AC and MGB (43–45). It
has recently been proposed that limbic structures are essential in
enabling tinnitus distress (26, 46, 47) and it has been found that
sound-evoked responses in limbic regions are enhanced in animal
models of tinnitus (31, 35).
GAIN ENHANCEMENT IN THE CENTRAL AUDITORY SYSTEM
The observation of enhanced sound-evoked neural responses after
auditory damage is by no means a recent phenomenon. Some of
the earliest hints for central gain enhancement came from studies
examining the relationship between auditory threshold shifts
assayed electrophysiologically and behaviorally in noise-exposed
animals (48, 49). Interestingly, while noise-exposure caused a sub-
stantial threshold shift at the AN measured electrophysiologically,
behavioral audiograms revealed threshold shifts that were sub-
stantially smaller (Figure 2). It should be noted that electrophysi-
ologically and behaviorally measured thresholds are likely to have
different sensitivity to changes in auditory input, as behaviorally
measured responses reflect a much larger spatial and tempo-
ral integration of information than most electrophysiologically
measured events. However, these results suggest there may be
compensatory neuronal mechanisms (e.g., off-frequency listen-
ing, central gain, or tonotopic map reorganization) to account
for the loss of auditory input to the central auditory system.
Indeed, studies on audiogenic seizure susceptibility in mice were
some of the first to demonstrate that the central auditory system
adapts to intense noise-exposures by enhancing neuronal activity
in response to sound (50, 51).
More direct evidence for central gain enhancement comes
from studies examining evoked-potentials elicited by electrical
stimulation (ES) of central auditory structures, thereby com-
pletely bypassing peripheral input, before and after noise-exposure
(52–54). These studies consistently found lower thresholds and
increased amplitudes for ES-evoked responses in deafened ani-
mals, suggesting that the central auditory system had become
hyper-responsive as a result of deafening. Similar to the observed
enhancement of central auditory evoked-responses, behavioral
threshold detection of ES of various auditory nuclei was also
enhanced after sensorineural hearing loss, demonstrating a direct
FIGURE 2 | Relationship between electrophysiological and behavioral
threshold shifts. (A) Schematic showing temporary threshold shifts in
adult chinchillas that were exposed to an octave band noise centered at
4 kHz with 86 dB SPL amplitude for 5 days. Electrophysiological recordings
of auditory nerve fibers revealed thresholds shifts of up to 70 dB SPL at
characteristic frequencies between 4 and 11 kHz (black dots). However,
behavioral audiograms (red line) revealed relatively smaller behavioral
threshold shifts in comparison, ranging from 5 to 20 dBs SPL at frequencies
between 4 and 11 kHz. (B) Cochleogram showing narrow lesions of inner
(dotted red line) and outer hair cells (black line) over the 1 mm that
correlated with the frequency of the electrophysiological and behavioral
threshold shifts [modified from Ref. (48)].
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relationship between central gain enhancement and auditory
perception (52, 53). Numerous studies have now shown that neu-
ronal enhancement occurs across several species of mammals
at different ages, including adulthood, and it is clear that this
enhancement does not originate at the sensory periphery (29,
49–51, 52, 55–59). While these early studies are illuminating, sev-
eral questions remain. First, while central gain enhancement has
been observed in several auditory areas, it is unclear where this
hyperactivity is initiated, how it is transmitted between regions,
and what is the relative contribution of each area to the overall
changes in activity. Further, it is unclear if this neuronal enhance-
ment is restricted to specific tonotopic regions corresponding to
the damaged cochlear region or if it is more widespread. Below we
will review the origins, temporal dynamics, and spectral profile of
central gain enhancement.
ORIGINS OF CENTRAL GAIN ENHANCEMENT
Determining the origins of central gain enhancement is compli-
cated by the complex, interconnected nature of the auditory system
(Figure 1). To identify potential sites where noise-induced hyper-
activity might originate, chronic electrodes were implanted on the
round window, in the cochlear nucleus (CN), and in the IC to
record local field potential (LFP) input–output functions from
awake chinchillas before, 24 h, and 30 days after they were exposed
to a 105 dB SPL, 2.8 kHz tone for 2 h (29, 57). This noise-exposure
caused a large reduction in the compound action potential (CAP)
amplitude-level functions recorded from the round window as well
a similar reduction in the LFP from the CN (Figure 3). In the IC
however, while the threshold was shifted, the amplitude-level func-
tion increased significantly once the threshold was crossed, becom-
ing substantially larger than those seen before sound exposure
(Figure 3) (57, 60). Thirty days post-noise-exposure, responses
from the IC showed substantial recovery in the threshold shifts
but remarkably continued to displayed marked enhancement at
high intensities. Other investigators, using similar chronic record-
ings techniques in guinea pigs, demonstrated that exposure to
broadband white noise (120 dB SPL, 1 h) also decreased CAP
amplitude-level functions while enhancing those in the IC and AC
at suprathreshold intensities (55). Interestingly, this study found
that neuronal enhancement in the AC was more rapid and robust
than in the IC (55). Thus, these results indicate that both the induc-
tion and maintenance of central neuronal enhancement is clearly
seen at the level of the IC after permanent threshold shifts (PTS)
(57, 60).
The above studies indicate that central gain enhancement may
originate at the level of the IC. However, while LFP recordings from
the CN failed to show obvious evidence of neuronal enhancement
post-noise-exposure (52, 56, 57), it is still possible that the neu-
ronal enhancement seen in the IC and above could have some
of its origins between the IC and CN. The LFP is believed to be
summed excitatory post-synaptic potentials (EPSPs) of hundreds
of neurons around the electrode tip (61–63), and thus reflects
responses from a large, synchronous neuronal population. There-
fore, if central gain enhancement is restricted in a cell-type specific
or localized manner, it would be difficult to measure such an
effect with global LFP amplitude-level functions. Furthermore,
enhanced LFP amplitudes may not only be due to increased
FIGURE 3 | Origins of central gain enhancement. Schematized data for
amplitude-level functions to a 1 kHz tone chronically recorded from
chinchillas at the round window (CAP), cochlear nucleus (CN), and inferior
colliculus (IC), before (black lines) and 24 h after (red lines) noise-exposure
of 105 dB SPL at 2.8 kHz for 2 h. Green arrows indicate the direction of
amplitude change after noise-exposure. Responses are normalized to
maximum response before the noise-exposure [modified from Ref. (57)].
post-synaptic strength but could also be due in part to increased
neural synchrony or enhanced pre-synaptic transmission. Thus,
mechanistically, it is unclear if increased neuronal activity in the
IC is the result of changes within the IC itself or to increased output
from more peripheral ascending projecting neurons (Figure 1).
Single-unit recordings in theVCN and DCN have revealed there
is indeed enhancement of sound-evoked responses in these areas,
but in a cell-type restricted manner (49, 64). In the VCN, brief
noise-exposure (105–115 dB SPL, 5 min) resulted in depressed
rate-level functions in most recorded neurons, consistent with
earlier chronic LFP recordings. However, rapid neuronal enhance-
ment was observed in primary-like-notch cells. It is unclear how
this enhancement contributes to increased LFP amplitude in the
IC because of the complex pattern of anatomical projections from
the VCN (65). The only cells that have a direct projection to the
IC from the VCN are stellate cells (chopper type firing pattern
cells). Interestingly, a more recent study found that noise-induced
hearing loss in cats caused neuronal enhancement specifically in
chopper cells in the VCN, thereby suggesting that amplitude-level
enhancement found after hearing loss in the IC could be explained
by alterations in the VCN (66). This study also found that, con-
trary to previous results, primary-like and primary-like-notch
neurons show a depression of their rate-level function instead
of an enhancement. However, these recordings examined long-
term changes (37–130 days after noise-exposures) as opposed to
the immediate changes examined in previous studies (64). Single-
unit recordings in the DCN show that noise-induced hearing
loss also significantly enhanced the rate-level function of buildup
type neurons (putative fusiform cells) in guinea pigs (67) and
chinchillas (68). Similar to chopper cells in the VCN, the neu-
ronal enhancement seen in the DCN was detected 3–5 months
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after sound exposure, arguing that gain enhancement was a long-
term adaptation to the noise-induced cochlear hearing loss (67,
68). Interestingly, neuronal enhancement in the DCN was more
prominent in animals that had developed tinnitus (67), suggest-
ing a correlation between dynamic range disruption and tinnitus
perception.
Taken together, these single-unit recordings from the DCN and
VCN suggest that enhanced LFP amplitude-level functions in the
IC after long-term noise-exposures are at least in part transmit-
ted from the CN. However, single-unit recordings from the IC
demonstrate that there is likely further neuronal enhancement at
the level of the IC. The rate-level function of VCN neurons dis-
played enhancement on the order of 25% after noise-exposures
(64),whereas enhancement of rate-level functions in neurons of IC
were on the order of 40–50% (69–71). Moreover, a larger propor-
tion of IC neurons (70%) showed a significant increase in rate-level
functions compared to those in the VCN (23%). Thus, while gain
enhancement can be observed at the earliest levels of the central
auditory system, it is likely modified at multiple levels and not
passively transmitted between regions.
TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF CENTRAL GAIN ENHANCEMENT
The studies above suggest that changes in central gain levels
are dynamic, as the magnitude and even the cell-types display-
ing central gain enhancement vary over time post-exposure. It
is therefore important to determine when these changes occur
in different auditory structures to better understand the origins
of gain enhancement. Interestingly, the temporal profile of cen-
tral gain changes suggests that enhancement may not simply
be transmitted from lower auditory structures to higher ones.
For instance, simultaneously measured amplitude-level functions
from the CAP, IC, and AC before and up to 2 weeks post broadband
white noise-exposure (120 dB SPL, 1 h) demonstrated a complex
temporal profile of auditory gain enhancement (72) (Figure 4).
This study found that amplitude-level functions from the AN
and IC were both reduced 1 h post-noise-exposure (Figures 4A,B;
red line). Surprisingly, while the threshold was shifted in the AC,
suprathreshold responses were greatly enhanced 1 h post-exposure
(Figure 4C; red line). The CAP amplitude remained depressed for
several days, yet responses were still enhanced in the AC and were
back to normal in the IC at 24 h (Figure 4, yellow lines). Impor-
tantly, although there was never a full recovery to the pre-noise-
exposure levels at the AN, the amplitude-level functions from the
IC and AC displayed similar amplitudes as before noise-exposure
(Figure 4, green lines). Similar results have now been reported
across several species as well as with multi-unit rate-level functions
(30, 32, 55, 57, 72). Thus, there is a general agreement that while
gain enhancement is seen in both the IC and AC, the dynamics of
the neuronal enhancement are very different in these structures.
The AC generally displays a fast enhancement after noise-exposure
whereas it seems that this enhancement manifest itself at a later
time in the IC (Figure 4) (30, 32, 55, 59, 72–74).
The difference in temporal dynamics between the AC and IC
could be due to intrinsic properties that allow the AC to display
a faster adaption than the IC to the lack of peripheral sensory
input. Alternatively, it could be due to the complexity of changes
in the IC and its varied ascending projections. For instance, both
FIGURE 4 |Temporal dynamics of central gain enhancement.
Schematized data representing the temporal dynamics of noise-induced
changes to amplitude-level functions in response to click stimuli from the
(A) compound action potential (CAP), (B) inferior colliculus (IC), and
(C) auditory cortex (AC). The amplitude-level functions were computed from
chronic recordings of CAP and LFPs from the IC and AC before (black lines),
1 h (red lines), 1 day (yellow lines), and 1 week (green lines)
post-noise-exposure. The parameters for noise-exposure were white
broadband noise at 115 dB SPL for 1 h [modified from Ref. (72)].
enhancements and depression of rate-level functions are seen in
different subclasses of neurons in the IC (75). It is important to
bear in mind that approximately one-third of the feed-forward
monosynaptic connections from the IC to the MGB, the main
auditory input into A1, are constituted by GABAergic projections
(76–79). Due to this mix of excitatory and inhibitory projections,
neuronal enhancement or depression in the IC can either induce
or inhibit gain control in the AC. More studies examining connec-
tivity between the IC, MGB, and AC after noise-damage are needed
to determine how gain enhancement may be transmitted between
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these regions. Another intriguing possibility is that changes may
occur initially in the AC and are then transmitted to the IC via
descending projections (Figure 1). There is extensive evidence
to suggest that descending corticofugal projections are not only
involved in short-term modulation of auditory processing but
long-term changes as well, and have specifically been implicated
in gain control (80–83). Indeed, inactivation of the AC has been
shown to modulate firing rates and rate-level functions in the
IC in a complex manner (75). Further experiments are required to
determine if disrupting central gain changes in the AC can prevent
enhancement in lower structures.
It is important to keep in mind that there are several variables
that can contribute to the temporal profile of gain enhancement.
It seems that the type and level of noise-trauma greatly influ-
ences the temporal dynamics of auditory gain enhancement. In the
above studies that observed concomitant enhancement in the AC
and depressed amplitude-level functions in IC, the noise-exposure
used resulted in moderate threshold shifts (Figure 4) (32, 55, 72,
73, 74). However with more intense or prolonged noise-exposure,
responses in the AC are decreased immediately after exposure
as well, and then gradually increase over several hours to days
(73, 74). Indeed, it has been shown that the timing of neuronal
enhancement in the AC varies systematically with respect to the
amount of temporary threshold shift (TTS) (72). For instance,
high intensity noise-exposure (125 dB SPL, 30 min) causing a
TTS of 50–60 dB resulted in peak neuronal enhancement 6–8 h
post-noise-exposure, whereas for a low intensity noise-exposure
(105–115 dB SPL, 1 h) causing a TTS of 5–40 dB, the highest peak
of neuronal enhancement occurred 1 h post-exposure (72, 73).
There is considerable variability in the temporal dynamics of
gain enhancement across animals in response to similar noise-
exposure as well (73, 74). Rats exposed to three types of noises
for 1 h (broadband, 0.8–20 kHz, 105–120 dB SPL; high-frequency
narrowband noise, 12.7–20 kHz, 105–120 dB SPL; and low fre-
quency narrowband noise, 0.1–7 kHz, 105–120 dB SPL) show vari-
able degrees of neuronal enhancement and threshold shifts (73).
While most animals have a depressed response at 1 h, some animals
exhibited peak neuronal enhancement at 1 day post-exposure,
while in others peak enhancement was observed 3 days to 1 week
post-noise-exposure (72, 73). Thus, the time-course of the neu-
ronal enhancement across animals as well as across structures is
variable (30, 32, 55, 72, 74, 84). Interestingly, it has been shown
that the original amplitude of the evoked-responses before noise-
exposure correlates with the amount of neuronal enhancement
seen, such that small evoked-responses are correlated with larger
neuronal enhancement (84). This suggests that intrinsic properties
of the AC across animals are important for determining the ability
of this structure to compensate for lost sensorineural inputs.
SPECTRAL PROFILE OF GAIN ENHANCEMENT
The tonotopic organization of the cochlea is maintained as infor-
mation ascends through the auditory system,and alterations to this
organization after hearing loss have been suggested to contribute
to altered auditory processing, hearing disorders, and tinnitus
(9, 85, 86). Thus, it is important to determine if central gain
enhancement occurs in a frequency-dependent manner, as it will
likely shed light on both the consequences and mechanisms of
enhancement. Restricted hearing loss to specific frequencies allows
for frequency-dependent examination of central gain enhance-
ment. For instance, chinchillas exposed to a loud pure tone (2 kHz,
105 dB SPL, 5 days) showed a 40% loss of OHC around the 2–
3 kHz cochlear region and a PTS of 20–30 dB between 2 and 8 kHz
(56, 60). LFP recordings from the IC of these animals showed that
low-frequencies lying below the edge of the hearing loss region
were enhanced, whereas high-frequencies within the region of
hearing loss were largely depressed (Figure 5, middle). Multi-unit
recordings from the IC further confirm these results (34). Con-
sequently, the neuronal enhancement of rate and amplitude-level
functions in the IC show that not all tonotopic regions of the
auditory pathway display gain control in the same manner.
As with temporal aspects of gain enhancement, there appears
to be a dichotomy in the frequency dependency of gain changes in
the AC verses the IC. While evidence suggests that gain enhance-
ment is observed on the edge of the region of hearing loss in
the IC, studies in the AC have observed the greatest enhance-
ment within the region of hearing loss (32, 73, 74) (Figure 5,
top). Other results, however, suggest that neuronal enhancement is
triggered at low-frequencies immediately after the noise-exposure
in the AC, whereas amplitude-level curves at frequencies within
the region of cochlear trauma are first depressed after noise-
exposure, and only show neuronal enhancement days after the
exposure (72). Thus, the time-course of neuronal enhancement
in the AC seems to vary in a frequency-dependent manner. This
could potentially reflect a difference in mechanisms for gain
enhancement observed within or outside the region of cochlear
damage.
OTOTOXIC DRUG-INDUCED CENTRAL GAIN ENHANCEMENT
Noise-damage is the most common method used for inducing
cochlear trauma (1). However, a number of ototoxic drugs cause
cochlear damage as well and it is important to determine if central
enhancement is generalizable to these types of cochlear trauma.
Ototoxic drug exposure has several experimental benefits. For
example, some drugs preferentially destroy specific structures in
the cochlea and it is of interest to determine how specific types of
cochlear lesions alter the gain of the central auditory system and
how this relates to tinnitus or hyperacusis.
Carboplatin
While noise-exposure can cause trauma to both IHCs and OHCs,
noise tends to preferentially damage OHCs (15, 87–89). This sug-
gests that OHC loss could be the main trigger leading to enhanced
neural activity in the central auditory system; indeed, some models
suggest that OHC damage is essential for central gain enhancement
(13, 14, 90). A critical test of this hypothesis requires inducing
cochlear trauma that is restricted specifically to either OHCs or
IHCs. Fortuitously, it is possible to induce selective IHC damage
in chinchillas using carboplatin, a platinum-based, antineoplastic
drug used to treat cancer, which is also known to cause tinnitus
(71, 91–95).
Mild to moderate (30–60 mg/kg) doses of carboplatin selec-
tively kills 20–40% of IHCs along the length of the cochlea while
sparing OHCs (96–99) (Figure 6A). Accordingly, distortion prod-
uct otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) remain functionally intact
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FIGURE 5 | Spectral profile of central gain enhancement. Schematized
data representing the amplitude-level functions before (solid lines) and after
(dotted lines) restricted high-frequency hearing loss in the inferior colliculus
(IC) and auditory cortex (AC). (Bottom) The tonotopic organization of the
cochlea is depicted in the rainbow color spectrum with orange colors of the
spectrum representing low-frequencies, green colors representing middle
frequencies, and blue colors representing high-frequencies. (Middle) In the
IC, high-frequency hearing loss results in increased threshold and depressed
amplitude-level functions in the tonotopic region corresponding to the region
of hearing loss (blue), while suprathreshold responses are enhanced at low
and middle frequencies (orange and green, respectively). (Top) In contrast,
amplitude-level functions from the AC are enhanced in the region of hearing
loss (blue) while relative unchanged at low (orange) and middle (green)
frequencies.
whereas the CAP is greatly reduced (94, 96, 100). However, the
general physiological properties of the residual IHCs and auditory
fibers seem to be largely unaffected as they retain sharp tuning
curves and display relatively normal thresholds (94). Interestingly,
despite normal neural and behavioral thresholds (101) substan-
tial IHC loss resulted in a marked reduction in CAP amplitude
but, remarkably, only a small reduction in the IC and robust neu-
ronal enhancement in the AC (Figure 6). These effects were seen
as early as 3 days post-carboplatin treatment, suggesting a fairly
fast neuronal adaptation to the lack of sensory input provided
by IHCs. Thus, these results show that neuronal enhancement
is not solely triggered by damaging OHCs, but also by selec-
tive damage to IHCs. Interestingly, similar to noise-damage, there
was much variability in gain enhancement observed between ani-
mals after carboplatin-induced IHC loss, even though the amount
of IHC loss was relatively stable across animals (30–40%) (99,
102). This suggests that the variability in gain changes observed
between animals is not strictly due to differences in periph-
eral damage but also depends on factors in the central auditory
system.
Salicylate
Noise-damage is one of the most common risk factors for tinnitus
and hyperacusis, however, the likelihood of developing these dis-
orders after noise-induced hearing loss is still relatively low (3). On
the other hand, high doses of sodium salicylate, the active ingre-
dient in aspirin, not only causes cochlear hearing loss but also
consistently induces tinnitus and hyperacusis in both humans and
experimental animals (14, 35, 103–117). As such, salicylate admin-
istration is a useful experimental manipulation to infer whether
the neuronal enhancement seen after noise-induced hearing loss
is also consistently seen in animals that are experiencing tinni-
tus and hyperacusis. Furthermore, unlike most noise or ototoxic
exposures, the effects of salicylate are rapid and reversible.
Experimental manipulations with sodium salicylate consis-
tently reduce the sensory and neural output from the cochlea by
disrupting both IHC (112, 114) and OHC function (108, 118–
127). Consistent with noise-damage, systemic salicylate treatment
also induces widespread gain enhancement in the central auditory
system. Despite the fact that the neural output of the cochlea is
greatly reduced by high dose salicylate, the suprathreshold LFP
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FIGURE 6 | Carboplatin-induced changes to peripheral and central
auditory system. Schematic representation of the effects of carboplatin
treatment (30 mg/kg) on (A) hair cell loss, and amplitude-level functions
from the (B) compound action potential (CAP), (C) inferior colliculus (IC),
and (D) auditory cortex (AC). (A) Mean cochleogram showing the effects of
carboplatin on OHC (gray lines) and IHC (black lines). While relatively little
OHC loss was observed, an average of 30% of IHC are lost across the
frequency-place map. (B–D) amplitude-level functions measured at 1 kHz
before (black lines) and after (red lines) carboplatin treatment [modified
from Ref. (102)].
amplitudes in the IC are nearly the same as pre-salicylate ampli-
tudes (116). These results imply that some gain enhancement has
already taken place between the output of the AN and the IC. The
MGB is considered an essential hub linking auditory perception
and tinnitus distress (26, 128–130); however, its precise role in
the generation of tinnitus and hyperacusis is poorly understood.
Nevertheless, current-source density analysis (CSD) of the AC fol-
lowing salicylate treatment suggests that neural enhancement may
be occurring in the MGB (131). CSD analysis revealed that the cur-
rent sinks (net ionic flow corresponding to depolarization) in layer
IV of the AC, which corresponds to monosynaptic inputs from the
ventral MGB, were enhanced after salicylate treatment (61, 132–
136). Indeed, LFP input–output functions recorded from the MGB
confirmed that there is significant enhancement in this structure
after systemic injection of salicylate (33, 114).
Several groups have found that salicylate significantly enhances
suprathreshold LFP, multi-unit or single-unit discharges in the AC
(110, 116, 137–139). Neuronal enhancement is apparent within
the first hour post-salicylate (116, 138, 139). Thus, the time-
course of enhancement induced by salicylate treatment and noise-
induced TTS are similar. Importantly,CSD results show that longer
latency supragranular and infragranular sinks, which likely reflect
polysynaptic connections of horizontal fibers and intracortical
or corticofugal neurons within A1 (61, 133–135, 140), are also
enhanced by salicylate treatment (131). The neuronal enhance-
ment of intracortical connections suggests that salicylate can
directly impact neuronal processing in the AC. In agreement with
this view, local application of salicylate to the AC enhanced sound-
evoked amplitude-level functions in the AC without having any
threshold shifts at low intensity stimulations (31, 114). In contrast,
local application of salicylate to the round window caused a similar
threshold shift as systemic administration, however, amplitude-
level functions from the IC and AC were actually depressed rather
than enhanced in this case (116). Taken together, these results
suggest that the threshold shift following systemic salicylate treat-
ment is cochlear in origin whereas the sound-evoked neuronal
enhancement observed in the AC must be due to the direct effects
of salicylate on the brain. The ability to dissociate peripheral
hearing loss from central gain enhancement may indicate that sal-
icylate is enhancing neural activity via a different mechanism than
noise-exposure. However, the effect of sodium salicylate and noise-
induced hearing loss have been directly compared in chronically
implanted guinea pigs (74). Both noise and salicylate enhanced
sound-evoked neural activity and increased the early peak of
the LFP evoked-responses in AC in nearly identical ways. These
results suggest that salicylate and noise-exposure may induce gain
enhancement in a similar manner. A further test of this hypothesis
would require determining the effects of salicylate administration
on gain enhancement in animals previously exposed to noise.
CENTRAL GAIN ENHANCEMENT IN LIMBIC REGIONS
Debilitating tinnitus and hyperacusis are often accompanied by
negative emotions and symptoms such as anxiety, emotional dis-
tress, depression, sleep disturbances, and fear (141–143). The
amygdala is a limbic structure that is involved in processing aver-
sive auditory stimuli (144), has reciprocal connections to the MGB
and AC (43–45), and is strongly implicated in tinnitus. Functional
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and structural MRI imaging studies of tinnitus patients have iden-
tified hyperactivity and morphological abnormalities in limbic
regions involved in mood, memory, and motivation (26, 46, 47,
129, 130, 145–147). For instance, diffusion tensor imaging demon-
strates that the white matter tract between the AC and amygdala
are more strongly coupled in patients with tinnitus than controls
(148). Furthermore, tinnitus is suppressed by infusing Amytal, a
barbiturate sedative that enhances inhibition (149), into the artery
providing blood flow to the amygdala, which decreases neuronal
activity in this region (150). Thus, models that attempt to account
for the strong negative affect associated with tinnitus or hyper-
acusis need to take in account abnormal neural activity in the
limbic system. Indeed, high doses of salicylate that induce tinnitus,
hyperacusis, and enhanced neural activity in the central auditory
pathway also caused strong neural enhancement in the amygdala.
Interestingly, systemic salicylate injection also caused some high-
and some low-characteristic frequency (CF) neurons in the amyg-
dala to shift their CFs to the mid-frequencies (8–16 kHz) resulting
in an over representation of mid-CF neurons (35). This increase
in the number of mid-CF neurons (10–20 kHz) closely matches
the measured tinnitus pitch in rats given systemic salicylate (109,
110, 151, 152). The same up-shift and down-shift of low-CF and
high-CF neurons has also been seen in the AC following systemic
salicylate treatment (122). Moreover, when LFPs were recorded
from the AC while applying salicylate locally to the amygdala,
responses from the AC were greatly enhanced (31). These results
show that gain control in the classical auditory system can be
strongly modulated by the amygdala. Furthermore, these results
suggest that limbic regions may play an important role in link-
ing negative emotions to hyperacusis and tinnitus. Indeed, recent
studies have demonstrated that salicylate treatment enhances audi-
tory responses in several other limbic structures as well, including
the striatum and hippocampus (35). Future studies are needed to
determine if similar changes are observed with noise-damage.
MECHANISMS OF CENTRAL GAIN ENHANCEMENT
There is extensive in vivo evidence for central gain enhancement
after cochlear damage. However, understanding how this enhance-
ment manifests at the cellular-level is required not only to lend
insight into the operation of the auditory system and abnormal
auditory perception, but to provide valuable drug targets for the
treatment of tinnitus and hyperacusis. Mechanistically, there are
several synaptic or cellular alterations by which gain enhancement
may be achieved: (1) a decrease in inhibitory synaptic responses;
(2) an increase in excitatory synaptic responses; or (3) alterations
to intrinsic neuronal excitability. Numerous studies have demon-
strated that hearing loss results in changes to all three of these
processes, suggesting that central gain enhancement may be the
complex result from a confluence of synaptic and cellular changes.
Biochemical studies provide evidence for long-term alterations
to inhibitory synapses at various levels of the auditory system
after cochlear damage. In fact, sustained alterations in inhibitory
input have been identified as peripheral as the CN (153, 154).
Immunolabeling studies have demonstrated a reduction in both
glycine-positive puncta and post-synaptic glycine receptor levels
(155, 156), as well as a persistent decline in functional glyciner-
gic markers, such as glycine uptake, release, and receptor binding
assays (157–159). In the IC, a decrease in markers of GABAer-
gic input has been observed as well (160–162). Interestingly,
restricted cochlear damage resulted in altered GABA receptor
and GAD expression in the IC limited to the region of trauma
(163). Similarly, in the AC it was also shown that noise-trauma
decreased inhibitory drive specifically in the region of hearing
loss (164). Functional changes in inhibitory synaptic strength have
been observed as well. Unilateral cochlear ablation decreased con-
ductance and depolarized inhibitory reversal potential, thereby
reducing inhibitory function in the VCN and IC (165, 166), and
also disrupts GABAergic maturation in the AC (167, 168). Further-
more, direct application of salicylate to AC slices decreased evoked
and mini IPSCs in pyramidal cells (169) and decreased the spik-
ing rate of fast-spiking inhibitory interneurons in layer 2/3 while
having no effect on pyramidal cell threshold (170), supporting
the idea that salicylate-induced hyperactivity is mediated locally.
Thus, numerous lines of evidence suggest that noise or ototoxic
trauma associated with tinnitus results in decreased strength of
inhibitory responses.
It is clear that the inhibitory system is disrupted by acoustic
trauma and it is therefore imperative to determine how these
changes impact gain enhancement. Middleton et al. used a meta-
bolic imaging assay of neural activity in DCN slices to determine
that noise-exposed mice with behavioral evidence of tinnitus
had steeper input–output functions, which may be indicative of
enhanced gain. They demonstrated that while blocking excitation
had a similar effect on activity on control and noise-exposed mice,
blocking GABAergic inhibition enhanced responses to a greater
extent in control mice than in noise-damaged mice (154). These
results suggest that decreased inhibition may be the predominant
determinant of enhanced activity in the DCN. In another recent
study, Sun (115) demonstrated that the enhancement of sound-
evoked responses induced by salicylate in the AC is also likely
dependent on changes to inhibition. When animals were anes-
thetized with isoflurane, which increases GABA-mediated inhibi-
tion, the amplitude enhancement observed in awake-animals was
abolished. Further evidence for the role of GABAergic transmis-
sion in salicylate-induced enhancement comes from studies show-
ing that local application of vigabatrin, which enhances GABA
levels in the brain, suppressed the salicylate-induced enhance-
ment of AC firing rate (138). Recent studies using optoge-
netic techniques have demonstrated that a subclass of inhibitory
interneurons, parvalbumin positive neurons (PV+), are partic-
ularly well suited to mediate gain control (171–173). Indeed, it
has been demonstrated that PV+ neurons provide dynamic gain
control and shape intensity tuning in the AC (174). Further-
more, another inhibitory interneuron type, vasoactive intestinal
polypeptide (VIP) expressing neurons, specialize in disinhibitory
gain control by specifically inhibiting PV+ neurons (175). How-
ever, it is not known how either cell-type may be altered by
hearing loss. Future studies using local, direct manipulation of
inhibitory neuron subtypes in different anatomical regions is
required to better understand the role of inhibition in auditory
gain enhancement.
While less extensively studied, cochlear trauma has been shown
to alter excitatory synaptic function as well. Alterations to glu-
tamatergic metabolism in the auditory brainstem and midbrain
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have been observed as a result of cochlear trauma (176–179).
Post-synaptic alterations in excitatory receptor levels, subunit
composition, and cellular localization have also been docu-
mented in the CN and IC. Interestingly, while some studies
observed a decrease in excitatory function (180, 181), many
found that cochlear damage resulted in an increase in markers
of excitatory function (182–184). Ultrastructure studies demon-
strated that auditory deafferentation results in a thickening of
the post-synaptic density in the VCN, suggesting an increase in
post-synaptic excitatory strength (183, 185, 186). Immunogold
labeling demonstrated increased α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-
4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptor surface labeling in
both the VCN and DCN days after unilateral cochlear ablation
(183). Moreover, cochlear ablation increased EPSCs in the IC and
AC in parallel with decreases in IPSCs (187, 188). Thus, there is
concomitant bidirectionally opposed regulation of excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic function in response to loss of auditory input.
It is important to note that the temporal and spatial dynamics
of these excitatory alterations are varied as rapid (184), transient
(180, 181, 189) as well as tonotopically restricted (178) changes
have been observed.
In addition to synaptic modifications, sound-evoked activity
can be modulated by a neuron’s intrinsic excitability, which is
largely determined by the expression or biophysical properties
of voltage- and Ca2+-gated ion channels. Acoustic trauma has
been shown to alter the intrinsic properties of granule (190) and
fusiform cells (68, 191) in the DCN; these alterations were shown
to occur in animals with behavioral evidence of tinnitus. Fur-
thermore, the enhanced excitability was likely due to decreased
conductance of Kv7 family of voltage-gated potassium channels
(also termed KCNQ) (191). Consistent with this, channel modula-
tors that enhance potassium currents have been shown to suppress
behavioral evidence of tinnitus (192). Increased pyramidal cell
excitability has also been observed in the AC specifically in the fre-
quency region associated with hearing loss and tinnitus perception
(188, 193).
MODELS OF CENTRAL GAIN ENHANCEMENT
The above evidence demonstrates that a multitude of synaptic
and cellular changes occur after cochlear damage, which could
contribute to the enhancement of sound-evoked activity observed
in vivo. How might cochlear trauma lead to these cellular changes?
Broadly speaking, there are two ways that central auditory neural
activity could be altered by peripheral hearing loss. First, there
are likely to be immediate reactive changes as a result of reduced
auditory input. It is known that the dynamic range of central audi-
tory neurons is rapidly modulated in response to alterations in the
pattern and level of incoming sound, as well as the behavioral sig-
nificance of the sound being analyzed (154, 164, 191, 194–202).
As hearing loss reduces and disrupts the magnitude and features
of the auditory input, central gain enhancement may be a direct
consequence of an altered neuronal network displaying emergent
properties because of unmasked synaptic connections. However,
slower compensatory changes in response to the long-term loss of
auditory input are likely to occur as well. Indeed, most sensory
systems are known to exhibit long-term changes in function and
connectivity in response to sensory deprivation (203–207) and
auditory deprivation is known to result in alterations to neural
activity in many brain areas (208). Thus, it is likely that long-term
plasticity mechanisms contribute to central gain enhancement in
many auditory regions as well. Here, we will review some promi-
nent models of how central gain enhancement may arise, examine
the potential mechanisms that underlie them, and determine how
they relate to the cellular changes described above.
Divisive normalization as a canonical computation for gain control
An extraordinary feat of the auditory system is that it is able to
process sounds over a wide range of amplitudes, roughly 10–12
orders of intensity (209), with high sensitivity and accuracy (210,
211). This is all the more surprising given that individual auditory
neurons display a much smaller dynamic range, typically 30–50 dB.
Several lines of evidence suggest that the gain of sensory neurons
in the cortex can be adjusted by a computational process called
divisive normalization (212). Divisive normalization is the com-
putation of a ratio between the response of an individual neuron
and a common factor, typically the summed activity of a pool of
neurons. In the auditory system, there is some evidence that this
type of computational strategy is at play at the level of the IC and
AC, such that the input–output functions and spectro-temporal
receptive fields can be modulated by background noise, which
stimulates a large population pool in the auditory system (197,
200, 213–215). Such computation implies a very fast adaptation
to the statistics of the sensory input. Although divisive normal-
ization seems to be pervasive throughout sensory systems and
an important basic computational strategy used in sensory gain
control, it has not been fully explored in experimental model of
tinnitus. Nevertheless, there is evidence that cochlear damage dis-
rupts lateral inhibitory networks in several auditory areas, which is
a key cellular mechanism underling divisive normalization mod-
els (216–218). Since lateral inhibitory networks in the auditory
system extend across a wide range of frequencies, the sum of a
lateral inhibitory network activated by a complex sound could
conceivably represent the normalization factor.
Disruption of lateral inhibition after hearing loss
At every stage in the central auditory system, a given neuron’s
receptive field depends on the relative strength and overlap of
excitatory and inhibitory inputs (Figure 7A) (219–223). Evidence
suggests that the balance between these competing excitatory and
inhibitory inputs is maintained at a stable ratio (E/I ratio) (219,
221), and disruption of this balance has been proposed to underlie
rapid receptive field changes seen in cortical neurons (224, 225).
Therefore, the loss of peripheral inputs is likely to disrupt this E/I
balance and could potentially mediate the observed alterations in
auditory response properties after cochlear damage, as has been
observed with denervation of somatosensory and visual systems
(226–231) (Figure 7B). Indeed, one of the first proposed mech-
anisms for auditory gain enhancement was the loss of lateral or
side-band inhibition (29, 57, 69, 59, 232).
There is extensive evidence demonstrating that lateral inhi-
bition exists at many stages of the auditory system. At lower
levels, such as the VCN, lateral inhibition is typically restricted
to relatively narrow tonotopic regions surrounding CF (233),
but at higher levels inhibitory responses are known to span
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FIGURE 7 | Model of excitatory and inhibitory receptive field overlap in
the auditory system. (A) Under control conditions there is strong
inhibition (purple) at edge of the characteristic excitatory (green) frequency.
At frequencies where the threshold for inhibition is equal to or lower the
threshold for excitation, the response of the neuron is inhibited, resulting in
narrow excitatory tuning curves. (B) Noise-exposure that causes restricted
cochlear damage above the excitatory characteristic frequency results in
the loss of this side-band inhibition, resulting in broader excitatory tuning
curves.
large frequency regions (234). In the AC, some neurons can
receive inhibitory inputs covering much of the auditory spec-
trum (219). Thus, restricted cochlear damage would not only
result in decreased excitatory input in the region of hearing loss,
but would also likely decrease inhibition at nearby, and possi-
bly distant, frequencies (Figure 8, bottom). This loss of surround
inhibition could then unmask previously inhibited excitatory
responses (Figure 7B) leading to the observed gain enhancement
at frequencies below the region of cochlear damage (Figure 8, top).
The model of side-band inhibition makes several predictions
about auditory neuron response properties and how they will be
affected by cochlear damage. First, strong lateral inhibition should
result in extremely narrow tuning curves (Figure 7A), which is
indeed similar to those seen in many neurons throughout the
auditory system (222, 235–239). If this is the case, then loss of inhi-
bition should result in the broadening of excitatory tuning curves
(Figure 7B). In agreement with this, direct application of GABA
antagonists to the AC results in dramatic expansion of receptive
fields (237). The overlap of excitatory and inhibitory inputs should
also have an impact on rate-intensity functions (Figure 8). Spike
rates increase with sound levels over low-to-moderate intensities
where excitatory inputs exceed inhibition. However, at high levels,
inhibitory circuits are recruited and overwhelm excitation result-
ing in a suppression of firing at high intensities. Therefore, another
prominent characteristic of central auditory neurons with strong
lateral inhibition is a non-monotonic rate-level function (Figure 8,
top), and indeed these are observed in several auditory areas (69,
71, 195, 240, 241). Thus, another prediction of the side-band
inhibition model is that neurons with non-monotonic rate-level
functions should be more susceptible to gain enhancement than
monotonic neurons. Furthermore, since loss of lateral inhibi-
tion should result in decreased suppression at high stimulation
intensities, non-monotonic units should become more monotonic
with acoustic trauma to frequencies near its CF (Figure 8, dashed
lines).
To test these predictions, single-unit recordings from the IC
and DCN ( 69, 71) were performed before and immediately after
a traumatizing tone (100–117 dB, 15–30 min, 1/3–1 octave above
CF). In approximately 40% of IC neurons and 25% of DCN neu-
rons, it was found that while noise-exposure far above CF had
no effect on CF-threshold or high-frequency tuning curve slope,
there was substantial extension of the low frequency tail of the
tuning curve below-CF, particularly for neurons that initially had
extremely narrow tuning curves. Furthermore, spike rate-level
functions for these units were higher at all intensities, and the
enhancement was greater at high stimulation intensities resulting
in more monotonic-like rate-level functions. Importantly, neurons
in the IC and DCN that were unaffected by the traumatizing expo-
sure tended to already have monotonic rate-level functions and
broad, open-V tuning curves, suggesting they lacked strong lat-
eral inhibitory inputs. Carboplatin-induced IHC loss was shown
to result in a similar increase in monotonicity for units in the IC,
consistent with the effects of carboplatin on amplitude-level func-
tions (242). Similar results were observed in the AC using a forward
masking protocol (195). Interestingly, in this study, neurons within
the region of hearing loss were affected more than those outside
the region, similar to the differences in spectral profile of gain
enhancement between the AC and IC (Figure 5). A recent study
showed that while monotonic primary-like neurons in the VNC
had reduced rate-level functions after noise-trauma, chopper-like
cells that were predominantly non-monotonic showed enhance-
ment (66). Thus, the presence or lack of strong lateral inhibition
may underlie the cell-type specificity of gain enhance in this
region.
Extracellular unit recordings have proved to be an extremely
useful technique for inferring the presence of lateral inhibition.
They are, however, still an indirect measure of a neurons E/I
ratio. More recent studies have used in vivo whole cell record-
ings to directly measure tone-evoked excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic inputs in auditory neurons. Consistent with extracellu-
lar recordings, many neurons in the IC display robust side-band
inhibition (243). Surprisingly, in the AC it appears that excitatory
and inhibitory inputs to a neuron are co-tuned, challenging classi-
cal models of lateral inhibition (219, 221). However, other studies
have demonstrated this balance is only approximate and intracor-
tical inhibition can laterally sharpen frequency tuning (222). In
agreement with lateral inhibition models, acoustic trauma resulted
in loss of inhibition at frequencies well below the trauma tone
frequency (231). However, the same study also found a robust
increase in inhibition at frequencies at the edge of the threshold
shift. Furthermore, there were alterations in excitatory synaptic
responses that, while smaller in magnitude, still had significant
effects on response properties. These results suggest that, at least
in the AC, alterations in auditory response and receptive field
properties include unmasking by selective loss of inhibition, but
are ultimately mediated by distinct interactions between synaptic
excitation and inhibition.
Multiplicative rescaling and gain control
Another model for central gain enhancement advocates that the
observed enhancement is largely a compensatory mechanism to
preserve neural coding efficiency after a loss of sensory input,
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FIGURE 8 | Model of the effects of loss of lateral inhibition on
rate-level functions from single-unit recordings in the inferior
colliculus. (Bottom) Tonotopic projections from the cochlea result in
excitatory responses of corresponding frequency regions in the inferior
colliculus (IC) (cochlear nucleus is not represented for clarity). In addition
to excitatory projections (semi-circles), there are inhibitory projections
(flat lines) to neighboring frequencies resulting in lateral inhibition.
High-frequency hearing loss results in both the loss of excitatory
projections to the corresponding tonotopic region in the IC as well as loss
of inhibitory projections to surround frequencies (dotted lines). (Top)
Normally, increasing sound intensity results in recruitment of lateral
inhibitory projections so that many cells in the IC have non-monotonic
rate-level functions (solid lines). High-frequency noise-damage not only
results in decreased rate-level functions in the region of hearing loss
(dotted blue line) but enhanced rate-level functions and increased
monotonicity due to loss of lateral inhibition at edge frequencies (dotted
orange and green lines). This loss of lateral inhibition and increase in
monotonic rate-level functions could contribute to the enhancement of
amplitude-level functions observed at frequencies outside of hearing loss
region in the IC (see Figure 5).
from which tinnitus arises as a side-effect (244). This multiplica-
tive central gain model argues that central sensory neurons follow
a maximum information principle, which states that neurons must
make optimal use of their available responses to maintain coding
efficiency (245). This means that the Shannon Entropy of neural
responses should be maximal. In order to satisfy this requirement,
the distribution of neural responses in central auditory neurons
should be uniform across a range of responses. If a given cen-
tral sensory neuron receives its inputs from auditory fibers with a
Gaussian distribution of firing rates, then the input–output func-
tion of this central auditory neuron should be the integral of the
Gaussian distribution. In that case, the input–output function of
central auditory neurons corresponds to a sigmoid function (244).
There is evidence that this coding efficiency principle is prevalent
in the visual system (246), and possibly in the auditory system as
well (197, 213, 247–249).
According to the multiplicative gain control model, sensory
deprivation must cause a leftward shift in the Gaussian distrib-
ution of inputs that central auditory neurons receives from the
AN. Since central auditory neurons integrate this distribution, the
input–output function of these neurons will became steeper and
maximum firing rates would become slightly larger than normal,
similar to what happens to rate-level functions of VCN neurons
(64, 66) and DCN neurons (67, 68) after noise-trauma. In that case,
the distribution of the responses of these central neurons will be
uniform, and the basic requirement for coding efficiency will be
maintained. Therefore, the outcome of the multiplicative gain con-
trol model is a compensatory neural sensitivity to maintain coding
efficiency. However, this would also result in an amplification
of spontaneous activity coming from the spared auditory fibers,
which may be interpreted as a neural noise that could potentially
underlie tinnitus.
Homeostatic plasticity and central gain enhancement
One possible mechanism for the maintenance of multiplicative
gain enhancement is homeostatic plasticity (244). Homeosta-
tic plasticity is a regulatory mechanism that allows a neuron to
increase or decrease its overall activity level in response to associa-
tive changes in synaptic strength, thereby maintaining the stability
of neural networks (250). The long-term loss of auditory input is
therefore likely to evoke a homeostatic response, increasing neural
activity in attempts to compensate for the sensory deprivation. In
essence, homeostatic plasticity is a form of cellular gain control,
keeping neuronal activity within its dynamic range in the face of
changing input without disrupting the balance of synaptic weights.
Thus, it has been proposed that hyperactivity of central auditory
neurons after noise-damage may be generated by homeostatic
mechanisms (251–254). An important question to address then is:
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do the cellular mechanisms of homeostatic plasticity fit with the
known properties of the neuronal enhancement seen after hearing
loss?
There are several proposed mechanisms for the maintenance of
neural homeostasis. It can be maintained by modification of neu-
ronal intrinsic excitability (255, 256), which is a relatively simple
way of regulating the overall activity of a neuron while maintaining
appropriate synaptic weights. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest
this homeostatic mechanism occurs in the central auditory sys-
tem after hearing loss (154, 164, 191, 202). More recently, synaptic
scaling has been proposed as another mechanism for homeostasis
(257, 258). Synaptic scaling involves the global renormalization
of synaptic strength in response to long-term changes in activity.
Broadly speaking, a decrease in activity leads to a subsequent cell-
wide increase in synaptic strength (“scaling up”) and, conversely,
an increase in activity leads to a decrement in synaptic strength
(“scaling down”) (257). In this way, synaptic scaling re-establishes
a normal range of synaptic strength while maintaining the relative
difference in strength between synapses.
Several studies have shown scaling-like changes occur in the
IC and AC after cochlear ablation in young gerbils (167, 187,
188). However, since synaptic scaling mechanism are known to
be age-dependent (257, 258), it is important to determine if simi-
lar changes are observed in adult animals. There is some evidence
to suggest that the synaptic changes in adult animals after cochlear
trauma described above involve synaptic scaling. A defining char-
acteristic of synaptic scaling is that it is multiplicative in nature,
i.e., all synapses will be affected in a similar manner. Indeed, a
global reduction in inhibitory synaptic strength (measure elec-
trophysiologically by miniature IPSP amplitude) is observed in
the AC after acoustic trauma in adult animals, specifically in the
region of hearing loss and tinnitus perception (164). In the DCN,
ultrastructure studies have observed a redistribution of AMPARs
in fusiform cells not only at AN synapses, where there is decreased
peripheral input, but also at parallel fiber (PF) synapses, which
does not receive direct auditory input (183). Functionally, acoustic
damage is not only associated with increased rate-level functions
in the DCN but also a conversion of PF-mediated suppression of
fusiform cells to excitation (67). These studies suggest that the loss
of auditory input may indeed result in neuron-wide changes in
synaptic function that is indicative of homeostatic synaptic scal-
ing. Moreover, these results are interesting in context of somatic
modulation of tinnitus (259, 260), as PF input to the DCN is the
first site of somatosensory and auditory stimulus convergence.
Finally, a third mechanism for homeostatic regulation involves
metaplasticity; that is, previous activity dictates the level of future
plasticity in a neuron (261). In this manner, the loss of auditory
input may fundamentally alter the ability of neurons in the cen-
tral auditory system to undergo further synaptic changes. Indeed,
plasticity rules at PF synapses in fusiform cells have been shown to
be qualitatively altered after hearing damage and this metaplastic
change could contribute to the changes in PF function described
above (262). Immunogold labeling studies demonstrate that hear-
ing loss not only alters total levels of AMPARs in the CN, but
causes a change in subunit distribution (183). Subunit reorgani-
zation can modulate channel conductance and Ca2+ permeability,
and therefore might alter the ability of these synapses to exhibit
plasticity. Similar qualitative changes in synaptic plasticity have
been observed in layer 5 of the AC, however this was once again
observed in juvenile animals (263). Thus, beyond examining how
acoustic trauma directly alters synaptic strength, further studies
should examine how the ability of future synaptic modification is
altered by loss of peripheral input as well.
It is also likely that multiple homeostatic mechanisms can oper-
ate in parallel. Indeed, in the visual cortex, ocular dominance shifts
in response to visual deprivation has been shown to be mediated by
a cohort of changes encompassing both metaplastic and synaptic
scaling-like mechanisms (264). In the AC, high-frequency hearing
loss results in a global reduction in inhibitory synaptic strength
as well as increased neuronal excitability within the region of
acoustic trauma, suggesting both synaptic scaling and homeostatic
intrinsic plasticity mechanisms are in operation (164, 193). Mean-
while, the same study saw increased pyramidal cell EPSCs and
IPSCs in the low frequency region, which correlated with tono-
topic map expansion, likely reflecting metaplastic changes (164).
These results suggest that altered auditory input affects central
auditory neuron in a variety of ways and further work is needed
to fully understand the overall consequences of these changes and
how they may relate to central gain enhancement.
CENTRAL GAIN, TINNITUS, AND HYPERACUSIS
Central gain enhancement has been observed in many auditory
areas in response to a variety of acoustic or ototoxic insults and
a myriad of potential mechanisms have been implicated in these
changes. The question remains, however, as to how these changes
may contribute to tinnitus and/or hyperacusis. According to the
Central Gain Model, the central auditory system recalibrates its
mean firing rate activity to a new “set-point” after a lack of sensory
input, thereby generating an amplification of neural noise, which
would be perceived as tinnitus. Importantly, this neuronal recali-
bration would also result in an amplification of incoming sensory
signals, which may underlie loudness intolerance and hyperacusis
that also often accompanies hearing loss. Thus, an attractive aspect
of the Central Gain model is that it could account for both tinnitus
and hyperacusis.
CENTRAL GAIN ENHANCEMENT AND HYPERACUSIS
Loudness perception is dynamic. Modulating the background
noise levels during the presentation of a sound can change the
perceived loudness of that sound (197, 244, 265). This is thought
to be accomplished by gain modulation in the auditory system.
Indeed, central auditory neurons can adapt their sensitivity to
auditory input based on the sound level statistics, allowing them
to maintain a relatively stable range of activity thereby preserving
neural coding efficiency (200). Consistent with this model, psy-
choacoustic studies have determined that loudness perception is
more closely correlated with the level of sound-evoked activity in
the CNS than with the absolute sound level (266, 267). Thus, cen-
tral gain modulation is likely to be intimately linked to loudness
perception, suggesting that central gain enhancement may mani-
fest as hypersensitivity to loudness, i.e., hyperacusis. Indeed, both
human and animal studies have found that enhanced sound-
evoked activity is correlated with hyperacusis-like behavior (7, 32,
35). One recent imaging study found that people with hyperacusis,
regardless of the presence of tinnitus, had greater sound-evoked
neural activity in the auditory midbrain, thalamus, and primary
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AC than normal patients matched for hearing loss, demonstrat-
ing a relationship between enhanced central gain and hyperacusis
(7). Interestingly, the presence of tinnitus in the same popula-
tion was only correlated with increased sound-evoked activity in
the AC but not lower auditory structures. These results suggest
that central gain enhancement in distinct auditory structures may
differentially contribute to tinnitus and hyperacusis.
CENTRAL GAIN ENHANCEMENT AND TINNITUS
The multiplicative gain control model described above suggests
that auditory deprivation results in an increase in neuronal sensi-
tivity in attempts to compensate for lost inputs. It was proposed
that tinnitus is a side-effect of this hyperactivity due to the ampli-
fication of spontaneous firing coming from spared auditory fibers
(244). A critical aspect of this model is the role of “neural noise”
in tinnitus generation. The central auditory system is constantly
receiving input even in silence. Spontaneous firing rates from
the AN average around 50 spikes/s and can be as high as 120
spikes/s in a sound isolation booth (244). Thus, there is a baseline
level of activity (i.e., neural noise) that defines “silence.” Cen-
tral gain enhancement not only results in increased sensitivity
to sound-evoked activity, but purportedly amplifies spontaneous
activity as well, leading to auditory perception of this neural noise.
Indeed, hearing loss has been shown to result in increased spon-
taneous activity in the central auditory system, particularly in the
DCN, despite decreased spontaneous firing in the AN (24, 25).
While this model proposes that neural noise may originate in the
periphery, this must be reconciled with the fact that AN resec-
tion, which abolishes spontaneous activity, does not consistently
abolish tinnitus (16).
Alternatively, increased neural noise can be generated centrally
(e.g., in the DCN or IC) in response to gain enhancement, in
order to maintain the proper ratio between evoked and sponta-
neous activity (i.e., signal to noise ratio) (268). It is important
to bear in mind that while enhanced sound-evoked responses are
observed relatively quickly (Figure 4), spontaneous hyperactivity
observed in DCN within the region of hearing loss takes several
days post-noise-exposure to arise. Thus, it is unlikely that this
increase in neural noise can account for acute tinnitus, which arises
immediately after noise-exposure; however, that does not preclude
involvement with slower developing chronic tinnitus. More stud-
ies are needed to determine the biological origins of neural noise in
order to explicitly test these theoretical models and determine the
mechanistic relationship between central gain and tinnitus. Nev-
ertheless, behavioral studies have suggested a correlation between
central gain enhancement and tinnitus.
Human brain imaging studies with PET provided some of the
earliest support for the Central Gain model of hyperacusis and
tinnitus, finding greater sound-evoked activity in the AC of tin-
nitus patients compared to normal controls (269). Similar results
have been observed in more recent imaging studies, with tinnitus
patients exhibiting enhanced activity in several central auditory
structures, including the IC, MGB, and AC (7, 270, 271). ABR
recordings from tinnitus patients have also lent support to the
notion that central gain enhancement is associated with tinnitus.
These studies have demonstrated that despite having decreased
wave I amplitude, which is indicative of decreased AN output,
tinnitus patients have normal or even enhanced responses for
later waves that reflect activity from more central structures, such
as the brainstem and midbrain (253, 254, 272, 273). Interest-
ingly, while both tinnitus and hearing loss-matched non-tinnitus
subjects had increased thresholds and reduced wave I amplitude
compared to a third, normal hearing control group, only tinnitus
subjects exhibited enhanced wave V activity suggesting that cen-
tral gain enhancement is not merely a reflection of hearing loss
but specifically related to the presence of tinnitus (274).
Several animal studies have demonstrated a correlation
between gain enhancement and tinnitus-like behavior as well.
High doses of salicylate not only results in gain enhancement in the
AC, MGB, amygdala, and IC, but also behavioral evidence of tinni-
tus and hyperacusis (35, 109, 192). A similar correlation between
enhanced responses in the AC and tinnitus-like behavior has
been observed with noise-damage (275); pairing tones with vagal
nerve stimulation effectively reversed both behavioral evidence
of tinnitus and several neurophysiological changes associated
with the noise-damage, including hyperactivity of sound-evoked
responses. It should be noted however, that the frequency of
sound-evoked hyperactivity was only weakly correlated with tinni-
tus pitch in this study. Enhanced rate-level functions in the DCN
are also correlated with tinnitus behavior (67, 68), and there is
some evidence that neuronal enhancement was restricted to the
region of hearing loss and tinnitus pitch (68). Further studies are
needed to correlate neuronal enhancement to the pitch of tinnitus.
While these human and animal studies demonstrate a corre-
lation between tinnitus and central gain enhancement, there are
some caveats that must be considered. First, tinnitus rarely occurs
in isolation, as it is consistently associated with peripheral hear-
ing loss and is also often associated with hyperacusis (2, 6, 7, 268,
276, 277). In fact, these two disorders are highly correlated, with
an estimated 40% of patients experiencing tinnitus also suffering
from hyperacusis (278) and, conversely, 87% of the patients expe-
riencing hyperacusis also being diagnosed with tinnitus. While
many studies examining the correlation between tinnitus and cen-
tral gain enhancement have controlled for hearing loss, relatively
few have attempted to account for the potential contribution of
hyperacusis. Thus, it is unclear if central gain enhancement is
more correlated with tinnitus, hyperacusis, or both. This is com-
pounded by the fact that many patients are unaware that they have
hyperacusis or loudness tolerance problems unless explicitly tested
(7, 279). Indeed, a recent study has demonstrated that hyperacu-
sis was more common in individuals with tinnitus compared with
normal hearing individuals, even when hearing loss was controlled
for (280).
A second limitation to the correlational studies described above
is that central gain enhancement is likely to occur with several other
neurophysiological alterations associated with hearing loss, such
as increased spontaneous firing rates, enhanced neural synchrony,
and tonotopic map reorganization. The simultaneous occurrence
of several neurophysiological changes makes it difficult to deter-
mine which changes are causally related to tinnitus and/or hyper-
acusis. Thus, it is important to examine the relationship between
central gain enhancement and other neurophysiological changes
with hearing loss; are they different consequences of the same
underlying physiological changes or distinct processes that occur
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in parallel, and if so, how do they interact with each other? As
addressed above, there is likely an intimate relationship between
central gain enhancement and increased spontaneous activity,
however, the exact nature of this relationship remains to be deter-
mined. Enhanced neural synchrony is another common alteration
observed with hearing loss. In particular, there are several reports
that tinnitus patients exhibit increased EEG oscillatory activity,
especially in the gamma frequency range, which is indicative of
increased synchrony of neuronal assemblies (10, 23, 281). It has
been proposed that gamma oscillations may facilitate the transmis-
sion of information across neuronal areas by enabling large neu-
ronal networks to fire in a specific phase of the gamma frequency
cycle (282–285). As such, it is possible that gamma oscillations
could entrain specific neuronal networks across the tonotopic map
and underlie the neuronal enhancement observed in these areas.
However, to our knowledge, no studies have attempted to directly
examine the correlation between increased gamma frequency band
power and neuronal gain enhancement in tinnitus patients. It is
also conceivable that the enhancement of sound-evoked responses
at frequencies outside the region of hearing loss is permissive to
tonotopic reorganization, however, once again there is little work
directly examining the relationship between these processes. Such
lines of research are important to unveil the relationship between
the numerous neurophysiological changes observed with hearing
loss.
CONCLUSION
The results reviewed here suggest that gain enhancement occurs
at many different levels of the central auditory system, and even
regions outside the classical auditory pathway, in response to
cochlear damage. However, the temporal dynamics and spectral
profile of these changes vary between auditory structures and
types of trauma. These differences suggest that gain enhancement
is not passively transmitted from lower to higher levels of the
ascending auditory system, but is likely to occur at multiple levels
concurrently and is potentially modified by descending feedback
projections as well. Simultaneous, longitudinal chronic electro-
physiological recordings from multiple areas, ideally spanning
tonotopic regions, coupled with fine-tuned hearing assessment
will allow for better understanding of the temporal and spectral
aspects of central gain enhancement and their relationship to tin-
nitus and hyperacusis. The variations in spectral and temporal
dynamics of central gain enhancement further suggest that there
are likely multiple neuronal mechanisms involved in its expres-
sion. For instance, the rapid unmasking of established inputs via
loss of lateral inhibition may account for the immediate neuronal
enhancement observed at frequencies outside the region of hear-
ing loss, while homeostatic plasticity may mediate the slower gain
changes within hearing loss regions seen with more intense noise-
damage. It is tempting to speculate that differences in the spectral
and temporal aspects of central gain enhancement may correlate
with the differences in the onset and pitch of tinnitus. Under-
standing how gain changes are implemented at the cellular-level
will allow for the development of advanced pharmacological and
genetic tools necessary to elucidate the role of gain enhancement
in tinnitus and hyperacusis and, most importantly, lead to novel
treatments for these disorders.
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